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What a lease is: A lease grants you permission and a limited license to use the instrumental mp3 version of the track you've purchased for 
limited purposes. Leases are the perfect option if you are planning to use the track for the following uses: mixtapes, demos, local radio play, 
performances, and promotion. You are limited to 4,000 (Four Thousand) unit sales with my leases. If you should happen to predict a higher 
volume of sales, it is suggested that you purchase the exclusive rights.

Format: High quality, 320 kbps mp3 file.

The license grants you the rights to the following:

- The high quality, 320 kbps mp3 of the instrumental with one tag at the beginning of the track.

- The right to use your finished vocal work over the instrumental on one commercial medium/release, such as a mixtape, local radio, demos, 
performances and promotion. This means that you are limited to using the instrumental only once. You can use it on all of these mediums at 
once, but can only use the instrumental for one song and on one release only.

- The right to distribute your finished vocal work over the instrumental on the limited basis of up to 4,000 (Four Thousand) copies.

Credits: Credit must be given to Daze Muzic without exception on all releases of the finished track as the producer of the instrumental. For 
example: 'Produced by Daze Muzic' or 'Prod. By Daze Muzic'.

Delivery: You will receive a digital download of the high quality, 320 kbps mp3 via email within 24 hours after purchase.

NOTE: Daze Muzic still owns the exclusive rights and all copyrights to the instrumental. Daze Muzic also reserves the right to resell the 
instrumental to anyone else on a demo download and lease basis, unless exclusive rights are purchased.
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